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For k > 1, let IQ &note the hyperoctahedral group S&] of order 2&k!= An CHk, nl- 
graph is a graph on n vertice% with automorphism group abstractly isomorphic to ffk. Fox 
each k an @, n)-graph exist; precisely when n > 2k; for each n B 2k the minimum and 
maximum number of edges FOssibie for such graphs are determined. The analogous results 
for connected (ffk, n)-graphs are alsr, obtained. 
B. Introduction 
It is well known [ 1 ] that given any finite group G, there exists a G- 
graph, i.e., a graph with autcmorphism group isomorphic (as an abstract 
group) to 6.. Indeed, there exist many such graphs even when additional 
conditions are imposed [ 2,14,! 5,25]. The survey paper [ 61 contains a 
summary of results of this sort and discusses anumber of extremal prob- 
lems including the following. 
A graph on n vertices with automorphism group isomorphic to the ab- 
stract group G is termed a (G, n)-graph. Given a finite group 
positive integer PJ determine the numbers e( , n) and QG, n). These de- 
note, respectively, the minimum and maximum number of edges 
these numbers are “‘undefined” when 
related problem is to determine the 
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analogous extrema s&G, n) and E,(C, n) for connected (C, M-graphs. 
To date, the first of these extremal edge problems has been solved 
[4,9,22,23 J for the following groups G: the identify group, id; the sym- 
metric groups, Sk; the dihedral groups, Dk; the c-gclic group of order three, 
Cs. See also [ 173 for a general result which describes e(C, n) and E(G, ra) 
for aft groups G, provided II is sufficiently large. Thus far she extremal 
edge problem -for connected graphs has been solved only for the groups 
id, Sk and C3 (see [SJ,S,ZZ]). 
The purpose of the present paper is to provide solutions to both of 
these extremal edge problems whenever G is a hyperoctahedral group. 
hew are the complete monomial groups Hk = Sk [S,] defined for k > I. 
An announcement of partial results appeared In [ 183; complete results 
are stated below. We remark that e(H?, n) has already been determined 
rd [9I, since Hz is the dihedral group of order 8. The case k = 3 
s comment in that it is atypical: H, is isomorphic to the 
et Sz X S4, and is the only hyperoc*tahedral group which is 
irect product of symmetric groups. The t;xtremal edge problems for 
such products will be treated in generality elsewhere. Here we prove the 
following results. 
( undefined. n *< 6, 
n = 6, 
n = 7, 
n ,a 8. 
rexn 1.2.F0t 1 < k # 3, 
( undefined n< 2x;, 
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I zmdefined, tz < ?k, e(Hk, n) = 
\ 
k +&id, M - 2k), n = 2k, 2k+landn> 2k+6, 
e,(&, n -- ? ), 2k+t <n<2k+6, 
As will be shown, for each appropriate k and n there exists an (I& PI)- 
graph which has eQ&, n) edges and which is not connected. Consequently, 
the complement of such a graph is a connected (h;c, n)-graph which has 
the maximum number of edges possible for any (H,, n)-graph. Thus we 
has(r: the following theorem. 
E(H,. n) = EC(&, n) = $(n(n --. 1)) - e(Hk, n) , 
Section, 2 presents preliminary results on graphs and groups, and Sec- 
tion 3 contains a detailed dcscrigtion of the groups Hk and their impor- 
tant structural properties, as wcli as an indication of their graph theoretic 
significance. We determine ,(lja,, n) and exhibit appropriate graphs at- 
taining the minimum number of edges in Section 4, and the same is done 
far e(Hk, n) in Section 5. 
2. Graphs, groups and group action 
All graphs will be finite and undirected, without loops or multiple 
edges. With this clarification, our graph theoretic terminology is in rough 
accordance with standard usage, as exemplified in [ 12,201. The vertex 
set of the graph G will be denoted by V = V(G). Algebraically, we can 
regard G as a relational system consisting of the set V together wit 
adjacency relation, ‘.e., a binary relation on V which is irrefiexive and 
symmetric. An edge of G is a subset of V consisting of two adjacent ver- 
tices, and the number of edges of G will be denoted by e(G). If U is a 
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subset of ?J, the subgraph H of C spanned by U is obtained by restricting 
the adjacency rehtion to U; we write H = W). If V is the disjoint union 
i SC k), and no elements of 5 are adjacent o any ok- 
nts of vI for J’ F+ 1, then G is said to be th*e sum of the graphs Hi= ( V’I; 
rite G = H, + Hz + . . . + Hk. If, in the above, each Hi is isomorphic 
to II 6bte also write G = H. The complement of the graph C is denoted 
b ; and Knp P, denote respectively the complete graph and the path 
on %t vmtices. 
up theoretic terminology employed is atso fairly standard 
ut the following conventions will hl,e observe& All groups con- 
are finite, and multiphcative notation hs employed throughout, 
% denoting the iderdtity element of each group. The symmetric 
n the set W is designated S,; when lr = ( f ,2, . ..) k) we write Sk 
~stea~~ csf+. Elements of& will be written to the right of their argu- 
nts and compositions of functions read from left to right. If C is a 
ph with vertex set V, then Aut(G) #denotes the automorphism group 
; this is the largest subgoup of S, which preserves the adjacency 
fatisn on Iv. For the most part we wilTI be concerned with the struc- 
M(G) as an abstract group, but at times additional information 
able from its life as a group of permutar 3ns will be useful. The in- 
tween these two aspgcts (abstract and permutational) and the 
int we adopt (emphasizing the former but utilizing &he latter) caln 
rmatized in terms of actions of groups on sets. 
n action of a group A on a set 1’ is a function * : V X A + V which 
f A on V gives rise to a permu- 
r-mutation of V which sends v to v * a. 
an action of the group A 
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Usn of * is defined as the image of A under the homomorphism p asso- 
ciated with *. The action is ~~~ns&e if its realization is a transitive sub- 
group of 3, 9 i.e., if for each pair U, u E Y there exists an ac E A such that 
u”a= U. If Y is the vertex set of a graph C, then the action * isg~q%!xzZ 
on G if the realization of * is a subgroup of Aut(G), i.e., if for each Q E ‘4, 
whenever tl an u are adjacent in G the same is true of u * LT and u * ~1. 
If * is a graphical action of A on C, and U is a subset of V = V(C), then 
for each or cz A the subgraphs NO, ( U * a3 are isomorphic. Here U * Q de- 
notes the set of all elements td * Q with u E U. If B is a subgroup of A, a, 
subset Uof V is B-invariant if 0 * fl= U for all p E B, and in this else we 
obtain an action of B on U by suitably restricting * , 
The ni-l$ion of action is helpful in drawing attention to the abstract 
structuc of certain groups whreh arise naturally as groups of permuta- 
tions, .n that it provides conceptual ease in considering other “less natural 
perm- ctation representations Df the same groups. For example, for k > II 
the hyperoctahedra! group Hk may be regarded as the group of symme- 
tries of a k-dimensional cube. Usually, I& is thought of in terms of its 
natural permutation representation on the (k -- I)-dimensional faces of 
the hypercube, or dually, on the vertices of the k-dimensional anaIogue 
of the reguiar ocrahedron. In considering a gaph G with Aut(G) isomor- 
phic to Hk, however, the action of Aut(C) on the vertex set V may be&r 
litt ic resemblance to this natural actisn of Hk of degree 2%. Deaiing M th 
such discrepancies i difficu.!t without a firm grasp of the abstract strqc- 
ture of the group involved. The structure of ffk as an abstract group is 
diseus:;ed in the next section. 
3. Mypemctahedral groups and wreath products 
The hyperoctahedral groups Hk may be viewed as simple special cases 
of a class of groups of considerable importance in graph theory. This is 
the class of wreath products of the form Sk [ I with k > 1 y &a known 
as “complete monomial is obtained when ICI = 2. The strut- 
ture of these wreath pro bstract groups wiEI be described shortly. 
Their graph theoretic si is due to the fact I3 1 tht if C is a am- 
netted graph then Aut(kC> = Aut(C>. ry’aoreover, very 
h can be lvritten u 
Ci = Aut(C$ Thus, in problems involving; graphs with a given (abstract) 
~~~~~~~phi~m group A, it is natural that special attention be given to 
the ca!z when A is of the form Sk [C] with k > 1. Aside from the sym- 
ri@ groups, the Gmplest groups of this type are the hyperoctahedral 
ups, which are treated here, Our application to the minimum edge 
kms makes use of a result which is obtained [ lSI in a slightly more 
setting; n;~tl~ly, it applies to those “generalized symmetric groups” 
f, where C is cyclic of prime order. ’ 
In view of the knrStortance of the groups S&l in graph theory, and 
oCia1 colntexts [ 1 ?,2 1 ] as well, a brief dexription aimed 
these groups appear natural and familiar seems justified. When 
en as a group of permutations on a set IV, the group A = Sk [C] is 
defined (see [ 11, p. 8 I] and f 12, p. 164)) as a group of permuta- 
t-he set EiIW = { 1, 2, ..*, k) x W as follows. The elements of A are 
red (k + I)-tuplesa = (0, rl, . . . . yk), with CI E Sk and ri E C for 
k, The image of (i, w) E kW under ar is (its, ~7~~). The structure 
n abstract group can be recovered from this definition. (An al- 
ate approach is to employ a wreath product construction [ 16, pp‘ 
24- 25 j which st;Lrts kth an arbitrai;y group t and yields Sk [C] as an 
abstract group: th!en it is observed that, in a natural way [ 16, pp. 27--323, 
action of C O:Q a set W gives rise to an action of Sk [C] on the set kIV, 
ve.) 
the definition of A = $[C] as a permutation group 
the basic structure of A is as follows. The group 4 con- 
ished subgroups: a 11Qse g#vu~> B which is the direct 
duct of k copies of C, and a tojp grotcp T which can be identified with 
y& as earlier, then a E B precisely when o = I, and 
I. A is a semMWct product of B by 7’ in the sense 
is a normal subgroup of A, 7’0 B := A and Tn B = (1 j. J,'Q verify 
hat the latter two condjtions simply assert that 
be written uniquely as T- . (3 with 7 E 7’and 
a fad which is immediately apparent from the permutational de- 
in view of this, the normality of in A is equivalent o 
whenever Y E . If 7=(u, I,..., I) 
to see th?t T1 l fi 8 t = (!, $, . . . . Sk]b 
normal su’ngroup of 
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If C is a group of permutations on W, the action of A on Il_W defined 
earlier is quite natural, although this may not be immed jatgly clear from 
the definition. Regard k-W as the disjoint union of the sets (i, W), 1 < i< k 
The action of the base group B on k?4/ is just the direct sum of k copies 
of the action of Cozt W; more explicitly, the component rl of p= (l,pyr, .. ..tk) 
fixes a11 elements in (i, W) for i 7c: i, and acts on (_/. W) just as ri acts on ct/‘. 
Thus, for each i, 0 sends (i, IV) to (i, wyi). Note that each of the sets (i. W) 
is B-invariant. The action of Ton kW is also entirely natural: the element 
7 = (a, 1) . ..) 1) simply pernlutes the sets (i, IV) among themselves using 
the usual action of Sk on ( 1, 2, . ..., k); specifically, r sends (f, w) to 
(ia, w). The action of A on kW is, of course, determined by these simpie 
actions of T and B; for if Q = r l fl the behavior of ar is obtained by ap- 
plying first r, then /3. 
The group A = Sk [Cl may also be described in concrete terms as a 
group of L‘monomial matrices” . .4 consists of all IL- by k matrices atisfying 
the following conditions: each row and each column contains precisely one 
nonzero entry; the nonzero entries are arbitrary elements of C. (In the 
case JI = Hk, the nonzero entries may be taken as 2 1.) The group opera- 
tion here is ordinary matrix multiplication. To place this in a proper 
context, the matrix entries may be regarded as lying in the group ring of’ 
Cover the integers; since we work with monomial matrices, only trivial 
elements of the group ring actually arise as entries, even after multiplica- 
tion. 
This concrete description of A is easily related to the foregoing. A 
monomial matrix lies in the top group precisely when all nonzero en- 
tries are 1; thus T is the set of all k by k permutation matrices. The base 
group B consists of all diagonal matrices; i.e., those monomial matrices 
whose nonzero entries all lie on the main diagonal. An important sub- 
group of B consists of the “scalar” matrices, those with the same non- 
zero entry is all positions on the main diagonal; we denote this subgroup 
by Q. Observe that is an isomorphic copy of C which is nicely placed 
, in that it is normal in A and corn utes elementwise with 
d investigation of the structure of has been carried out b 
( 193, and the subgroup plays a special role, as indicated by the fol- 
la’wing lemma. 
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Proof. Consider the function p : 18 + C which sends ( 1) rl, . . . . Q) to the 
product rl . . TV. Since C is commutative, cp is a homomorphism; let M 
denote the kernel of 9. It is clear that M is a normal subgroup of A having 
index p in B, and that D C M precisely when p divides k. As an immediate 
nsequence of results of Ore [ 19, Theorem 2 and 8, Chapter II, pp. 3 1 
d 363 it follows that if N is a normal subgroup of A, either M C_ N or 
c D. This estaiblishes the lemma. 
I 0 
e UMZ Lemma 3.1 to prove a further lemma. 
2. Lst A = Sk [ $‘], where k > 2 and ICl = pI Q prime. IJ’p divides 
is direct@ indecomposable. Ifp does not divide k, then A lis the 
duet of D and A? = T l M, and but?: D and N are directly hde- 
sable. Also, N is nut isomorphic to any gmup of the form Sl[R 1 
i , mwpt ftir the case k = 3, p = 2, whme we :xzn take I = 4 md 
Pro& Recall that A is directly indecomposable if there fail to exist non- 
trivial normal subgroups K, L with K n L = ( I}, K l L = A. When p di- 
vides k, ir follows from Lemma 3.1 that every nontrivial normal subgroup 
of A contains D, hence A is certainly indecr ,nposable. 
Thus suppose p does not divide k. Since rDt = p = [B : N], it follows 
from D 5& M that D fi M = {l) andD M=B. ThusNO* M isasub=b 
pof,d withDWV=(l)andD* N=A;thenormalityofNinA 
ows from the definition of M Clearly D is indecomposable. Since lr) 
ePjsmmutes !ementwise with N, every nontrivial normal subgroup of N 
n+xmaI in A , and hence, via Lemma 3.1, mntains M Thus N is also 
dimtly indecomposable. 
Fin&y, suppose N were isomorphic to W = Sl [H], with l > 1. It is 
to see [ 26, pip_ 61-62) that N contains precisely <four normal sub- 
when k # 4, and five such subgroups when k = 4; and it is not 
to show tha+k if IHI > 1$ then IV has more than five normal subgroups. 
ume Wt = 1; we have i! = k!pk-‘l and since k > 2 this implies 
But the only solution to k + 1 = pkel withp prime and k > 2 
= 2, and indeed, tir, is isomorphic to Sz x S4. 
his tat, use the fact that hl, may be regarded as the gro 
metrits of a cube, and ujnsider the action of H3 on the four 
me1 of this as&ion is D, and the realization is isomor- 
is the direct product of 3nd M, it fallows that N 
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The result just proved is quite useful in delineating the structure of 
graphs with automorphism group isomorphic to Sk [C] when ICI = p, a 
grime. As remarked earlier, given an action * of A’= Sk [C] on a set V, 
there is no reason why * should resemble the natural action of A given 
in our init ial permutational definition. Under certain circumstances, 
however, it is possible to obtain an A-invariant subset of V such that the 
restriction of * to this subset resembles ths natural action of A iin im- . 
portant respects. This idea underlies the followiqg definition. 
Suppose * is an act& of A = Sk [C] on a set K stlbset X of V is said 
to be A-distinguished if there is a partition of X into k mutually disjoint 
subsetsX*, X2, . . . . Xk such that 
(1) the top group T permutes the sets Xi, and in fact if r = (o, 1, l ... 1) 
withoESk,thenXi*?=Xi,; 
(2) each xi is B-invariant, and if Bi denotes the kernel of the restricted 
action of B on X,, then Bi acts transitively on Xj for j # i. 
The role p1aye.d by A-distinguished subsets in a graph theoretic context 
is illustrated by the following observations. Let G 5e a graph and * a 
graphical action of A = Sk [C] on C. Suppose X is an A-distinguished sub- 
setofY=Y(C).LetH=(X)andHi={X,)forl~i~k.From(l)itis 
clear that T acts transitively on the set of Xi, hence all Hi are isomorphic. 
Also, since the action of Sk on { t, 2, . . . . k) is doubly transitive, it follows 
that the number y of edges joining Xi to Xi is tl,e :;ame for all i, j with 
i # j. Moreover, if S: # j, u E Xi and u, w E X’, it fohows from (2) that 
there exists a @ E B which satisfies u * fl = U, u * /3 = w. Thus, if u is adja- 
cent to any element u E Xi it is adjacent o all w E Xi. It follows that 
y = 0 or 1X,12. Thus either tii = kH; or i? = kBI. 
Suppose we restri :t our attention n?.!w to the special case in which 
t&1 = 2. Here, H, is lsomornhic to P3 or F2, and it follows that there - __ 
are only four possibilities for H: kl zp :‘. F2 = K,, kP2, K,. Since a graph 
and its complement 13ve the same a:i #morphism group, there are only 
two possibilities for Aut(H): Hk and S2k. This establishes tF; rl following 
lemma. 
ma 3.3. Suppose * is a graphical actfon of F$ tin the graph G. If X is 
an &distinguished subset of V’(G) with IXI = _k, then H = LR?~ is ismm~- 
pkic to either 
(i) kP2 or its compkTntent, or
an in case (i) and S,, Bn case (ii). 
Of course, genuine application of this result depends on the existence 
of an Hk -distinguished se! containing 2k elements. This is provided by 
IJXzama 3.4. 
he proof of Lemma 3.4 is given in [ 181 as a special case of an analo- 
result for &iC] -when ICI is a prime. We include here one final 
suit on the minimal degree of faithful actions of such groups. 
Fkmf. The lemma follows immediately from the well known fact that if 
11 is a commutative group of orderpd in which every nontrivial element 
* bs order p, then the minional degree of a Gthful action of N is dp* 
pdpply this to H = B, Me respectively, to obtain the results for A) N, respeo- 
tivety. 
An akrnate proof can be given, based on the simple arithmetic fact 
t:lat if m < pi, then d!pd does not divide m! 
an iXm,qediate consequence of Lemma 3.5, there exist no A-graphs 
in tess than kp vertices. Thus, in particular, e(Hk, PI) and e,(H,%, n) are 
undefined when n < 2k. 
termination of e,(H& n) 
e case k = 3 will be handled separately at the end of the section. 
assume < k # 3. The minimum number of edges possible for any 
on rt vertices is n - 1, which occurs precisely when the 
ph is a tree. We observe that for n = 3k a-1 with j > 0, there exists a 
hich is an CU,, n)-graph. 
n of j is as follows. Recall that a k-star is a graph on 
joining a single additional vertr:x to each vertex 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
or‘&. If we attach two pendant edges at each terminal vertex of a k-star 
we obtain 7’ k,l ; joining one terminal vertex of pi__ I to the center of this 
graph produces Tk i for j > 1. The tree Tq 3 is depicted in Fig. 1. It is 
clear that Tk j is an' &-tree on 3k +i vertikes. Thus c?JHk, nj = n - 1 
whenever r 5 3k + I. 
Connected (Hk, n)-graphs alss exist whenever 2k < n < 3k. We give 
an example for each n; it v.Al turn out that the graphs described actually 
attain the minimum number of edges. Clearly fcp: is a connected Hk- 
graph having 2k vertices and k(2k - 1) - k = 2k(k - 1) edges. When ’ 
n = 2k + j with j > 0, consider the windmill Wk i having k vanes and a 
tail of length j - 1. More precisely, Wk 1 is obtained by joining a single 
additional vertex uO to each vertex of k& joining one terminal vertex 
of PI_ 1 to u. produces Wk i for j > 1. The yindmill w,t, is depicted in 
Fig.. 2. It is clear that Wk i’is a connected &graph on 2k + j vertices and 
3ktj- ledges. ’ 
These observations how that e,(Hk, 2k) G 2k(k -- 1) and er(Hk, n) GZ 
G 11 + k - 1 when 2k C n < 3k. Moreover, the inequalities on cc reduce 
fo equalities except in two cases; namely, when A- = 2, n = 6 and when 
AZ = 4, n = 12. Regarding the first of these exceptional cases, WC note 
rkat there exists a (unique) 2-tree on 6 vertices, and thus cc 
In the second case, conside aph H,, obtained by attac 
pendant edges to ezch vertex 
having 12 vertices and 14 edges, an 
To complete the proof of ‘T’heorcm t 2, we need only show that the 
inequalities obtained for e, are indeed equalities. When A- = 2, this is 
asify done by inspection. A glance at a table of graph diagrams reveals 
C4 is the only connected &-graph on 4 vertices, and that 
there are no wnnected (Hz, 5)-graphs with less than 6 edges. When k> 4, 
the desired results folhow immediately from Lemma 4.1) since taking 
= C automaticzUy ields K = { 1). 
mma 4.1. Let G be an &-gt~~ph, UJI~ CQ cartrtected COrnpOrteizt Of G. 
te that V = V(C) is Aut(G)-invcrriant, and let K denote the kernel 
restricted action * of I& on V, Suppose k 3 4, n = WI G 3k and 
1; when k =: 4, assume furthar that K = { 1). 
If H = 2k, tbten C =‘kp2. If n > 2k, then e(C) ‘k n + k ‘- 1 except where 
k = 4 and pi = t 2. In this exceptianai cease e(C) 2 14, and equality holds 
nly when C z-1 H’ 12. If*e(C)=n +k - 1, then #= {l)andCcan beob- 
tained by attaching art asymmetric routed trtv to the center of Wk,l. 
Pmuf, Apply Lemma 3.4 to obtain the existence of an &distinguished 
bset X of V ansisting of 2k vertices. WF JI n = 2k, X = 1’ and since C 
is connected and * is graphical on C, Lemma 3.3 shows that G = @z. 
‘Thus assume 11 >B 2F;. Let X’ = V\ X, and for u E X let p(u) denote the 
of u in M’ u {u),. Note that X is IQ-invariant, hence so is X’, and 
& acts transitively on X it foiEows that p = p(uj is the same for all 
X. Thus &C) 2 2kp. Since C is connected and n > 2k we have p > 0. 
If p 2 2 we obtain e(Cp 2 4k > n f k - I, becxmsc pt < 3k. Thus assume 
p== 10 
So for each v E X, there exists a unique vertex u0 E X’ which is adja- 
cent to u= If cx E Hk and U = v * a 9 then clearBy u* = u0 * or; i.e., 
&P Q’ = (u * a)? Let X,, ..*, Xk be subsets of X as in the defmition of 
an &distinguished set, and let X0, @ be the images of the sets X, Xi 
ich sends u to uO. Observe that for it E !&. 
or z (Xi * a)* and since X is !&distinguished, it follows that T per- 
s the sets Xi0 transitively. Thus all tet are equal; we will show 
d n < 3k, it folllows that U? I < k. Thus 
k) are not mutually disjoint. So assume 
with i 5f j, and let w E X/. Since X is 
nd u * /3 = w. 
I = I after all. 
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Since the action of Ton the sets Xi is doubly transitive, either all ,717 
arc distinct or all coincide. Th,us ipI= k or 1. Consider first the case in 
which !,%?I = 1. Mere all vertices of X are adjacent to the same vertex u0 
and ta no other vertex of X’.. Letting N = M> and H’ = (X’), we have 
&II”) = e(H) + #I’) + 2k. Since II’ is a connected graph on n - 2k ver- 
tices, we obtain e(C) 2 c(H) + n - 1 with equality precisely when H’ is 
a Tree. Thus we need only show rcr(H) 2 k. Observe that any automorphism 
or of H may be extended to an automorphism a’ of C which leaves fixed 
aIS elements of X’_ The mapping ar -+ (r’ provides an isojmorphtsm of 
&at(H) with a subgroup of Aut(G) which in turn is isomorphic to a sub- 
t)up of Hk. In particular, it follows that Aut(H) cannot be isomorphic 
) Szk. Thus from Lemma 3.3, H is kf, or its complement, and in either 
GM e(H) 3 k, with. equality attained when H = kP2. 
Finally, we consider the case Ipi = k. Were we require n = 3k and 
X’ = X’. Using fl + & = (Xi * (I)‘, we see that T acts on p and the ac- 
tion is doubly transitive. But since II’ = (X’> = ( A?) is connected and ’ 
tfrr-j action is graphical, we must have H’ = Kk. This yields e(C) >, 2X: + 
+ f k(k --. 1). Whet& k 2 5. this last exceeds 3k + k - 1. When k = 4, how- 
e&r, the reverse inequality holds. Thus, in all cases except k = 4, n = 4 2 
wehavet$C)>n+k- 1. 
In the exceptional case, e(C) 2 14 and if e(C) = 14 then H' = f$, and 
CL= HI*. Iff e(C) = n + k - 1, then (X v X0) is isomorphic to the wind- 
mill h$ l and C is obtained by attaching the tre H’ at the center X0 = {uO) 
of this kindmill. Letting A, denote the group all automorphisms of 
hT’ which fix u”, it is easy to see that Aut(C) is the direct product of I$ 
and Ao, hence IA,\ = 1. 
This completes the proof of the lemma, and of Theorem 1.2. We turn 
nn’iv to the case k = 3. Recalling that H3 is isomorphic to the direct prod- 
UC’; S2 X S4, e,(Hj, n) is determined as folio-ws. 
For fl z 7 + j with j > 0, consider the tree Si obtained by joining the 
centers of a Z-star and a 4-star by a path havingj edges. Clearly S’ is an 
S2 X $-graph on n vertices, hence ec( 3, n) = n - il for n 2 8. Exmina- 
tio Ifl of the eleven different trees on 7 vertices reveals that none is an 
gri&h, and it follows that e,( 3, 7) 2 7. I’c see that equality is attained 
here, just consider the connected unicyclic graph obtained by joining the w 
to both vertices o is leaves onlv the case n = 6. . 
) Q-graph with 8 ed by joining each ver 
tex of & to each of two additional vertice:.;. The fact that e#?,, 6) = 8 
can be verified by examining tables of graph diagrams, as found in [ 121, 
and noting that none of the connected graphs on 6 vertices with less than 
s has H3 as its automorphism group. This establishes the first part 
of ThWxem 1.1. 
5. De!t(r!minatiorr of P(HJ$, n) 
The case J: = 3; will be treated at the end of the section, hence assume 
until ot,herwise indicated that 1 < k + 3. 
if G is an &-graph, G can be decomposed uniquely as R -t A where A 
is asymmetric (we allow A = 8) and R is an &-graph having no asym- 
metric components of multiplicity 1. As remarked earlier, if R is the sum 
zphs pts& ( ?I < i < j), where the Ci are pairwise nonisomorphic an- 
raphs, then Hk is isomorphic to the direct SU~II of groups S*i[cil, 
SW see that the various possibilities for the structure 
(If: R = kC’, Iwhere C is a connected St-graph; 
(I1’, R = C, where C is a connected Hk-* .aph; 
( 1: 11) R = B c C, where D is an $-graph and C is a connected N-graph. 
ote that (iif) can occur only when k is odd, and that there are two posg 
sibilities for D; D is connected, or D = 2E where E is connected and 
asymmetric, but E f @ and E is not isomorphic to any component of A, 
will show that e(&, I;) is virtually always attained by R + p4 with 
ype (I). However, for each k > 2 there are a few values of rt fur 
this is not possible in that there exist no (Hc, n)-graphs of this 
type. For these exceptional values of n, the minimum number of edges 
can always be attairred with an R of type (II). 
fn order to show this, it will t : convenient o employ the following 
notation. For any graph G, let u(G), e(G)* c(G) denote respectively the 
umber of vertices, edges and connecicd components of C. The cycle 
of G is denoted by r(G) and satisfies u - e + r = c. The defect d(G) 
fkeQbyd=r--c=e - u. It is clear that among (Hkt r&graphs, the 
mum-edge graphs are those o,f minimum defect. For a connected 
h G, &C’J 3 - I with equality holding precisely when C is a tree. Ob- 
at for R of type (I), (II), (III), respectively, we have d(R) 2 -* k, 
e asymmetric graph with 6 vertices and 6 edges, 
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we have d(A6) = 0. For m 3 7 let Q, be the standard maximal compo- 
nent asymmetric forest on vz vertices. A rough description of Qm is as 
follows: list all nonisomorphic asymmetric trees in order of increasing 
number of vertices; Q, is essentially the sum of an initial segment of this 
list. Details are given in [ I7 J where it is shown that 
(5-U if A is an asymmetric graph with u(A) G m, then d(A) 2 d(Q,J. 
It follows, in particular, that for m 3 7, &id, m) is attained by Qtn, and 
hence 
(5.2) e(id,m)=m +citQ,, forma 7 l 
Sinrz 8 and PI wz the only asymmetric graphs on less than 6 vertices, and 
A6 is the only asymmetric graph on 6 vertices with less than 7 edges, we 
see that e(id, n) = 0, 0, 6 for rz = 0, I, 6 and is undefined for Ii < p1< 6. 
We claim that, with a single exception, e(&, n) is attained by the graph 
6, = kP2 + Q, where Q = & P,, As, Qm, respectively, whenover n - 3k = 
= 0, 1, 6 or P?Z with m 3 7. For, suppose G is an (Hk, n)-graph and n has 
one of the above values. Write C = R + A as earlier. Since HI, acts faith- 
fully on V(R), in view of Lemma 3.5 we have u(R) > 2k, hence u(A) < 
Gn- 2k. If ?? - ” 9~ a 7 ? then from (5.1) and the fact that d(R) 2 - k 
we obt:ain d(G) ;;2L d(G,) as desired. Thus suppose n - 2k = j < 7. If j = 0, Z 
it is ckar that d(A) < d(Q). When J = 6, d(G) < d(G,) is possible only 
when (J(R) = 4 and A = PI. Since this requires u(R) =: 2k + 5 to be a 
multiple of k, it occurs precisely when k = 5 and G = IgP, + P,. 
This shows that t(H,, 16) = 10, and with the exception of k = 5, 
n = 16 we have e(& n) = n + d(C,) = k + e(id, n - 2k) whenever 
n=%+jwithj=0, 1 orj> 6. 
bus suppose that 2k + 1 < n < 2k + 6. In this range there are a few 
isolated values of k and p1 which allow the existence of an (Hk, n)-graph 
R + A with R of type (I). For this we require n = ku(C) + u(A) with 
u(A) =: 0 or 1 and u(C) > 2. Since k@(C) - 2) 6 5 we have k :G 5, anti 
the orly possibilitier are the sever; exceptional values cited in Theorem 
1.3 asrde from k = 5, n = 16. In each of these cases, letting n = kq + s 
with s = 0, I we can take G = kPq + A where u(A) = s. It is easy to see 
that d(C) = - k -- s is a minimum over all ( , n)-graphs, hence in these 
cases e(Hk, n) = e(G) = k(q - 1). that the case k = 5, n == I6 also 
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Thus we are left to consider those cases in which there is no (Hkl n)- 
raph lril + A with R of type (I). Miere we show that E(&. n) is attained 
by R + P, where R is of type (II), and it follows immediately that 
&&, n) = e$Y”, n - I). For this ‘we need anly dispose af type (III) as 
a dangerous contender. Thus suppose G = R + A is an (H,, &graph with 
k odd, 2k + 1. < n < 2k + 6, and M = R + C is of type (III). Since C is an 
Ngraph, it follows fern Lemma 3.5 that u(C) > 2k - 2, hence u(D + A)< 8. 
Thusu(A)=Oor 1,andifD = 2E then necessarily E = P, and A = Q. So 
in either velsian of (III), d(G) 3 I:(&) - 3. Note also that C is &invariant 
and the kernel of the action of Hk on C is equal to D. Applying Lemma 
4. t we see that t?(tT) > rl + k - 1, hence f(C) > k. Thus d(C) > k - 3. But 
we can a,ttain L&G’) = k - 2 by taking 6’ = R’ + A’ with R’ of type (II); 
namely, take A’ = P, and R’ = Wkpj, where j = pt -- 1 - 2km 
“i”his completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. We turn now to the case 
k = 3. Since H3 is the direct prcxlufi;t sz X Sdr there is an additional pas- 
sibility here for an H3-graph .R + A. Namely, we can have 
(IV) R = D + 4C where D is an sz-graph and C is a wnnected asymme- 
tric graph not isomorphic to any colBtpanelt cf A. 
Again, there are two possibilities for D: etcher D is connected Or L’, =: 2~5’ 
where E is connected and asymmetric and not isomorphic to C or to a 
component of A. ‘In the ease when D is connected, A, = C + A is asym- 
metric, and the sa-me is true of A, = C f E + A when D = 2E. 
SO in either version of (IV), we have R + A = HO + Aa with A, asym- 
metric and d(RO) > -4. Note also that u(RO) 2 5. We remark further that 
this afso hot& when R is of type [I), (II) Or (III); for there d(R) > --3 
and @Z:l> 6, hence take R, = R. 
. When ~“tz 2 8, the graph Q, has P, as a component, hence 3P, + P2 + Qm 
is actually an &graph on m + 5 vertices. We show that whea n 2 13, 
e(H3, n) is attained by G, = 3P, + Pz + Q,+ For if G is any (H3, n)_ 
graph we can deampose C as R, + A, where A, is asym,-netric, 
anb &?,) 2 5. Thus u(A ) 3 n - 5, and it follows from (5.1) 
that d(G) 2 c!(G,). So, using (5.2) wt have 
e(l$. n)=n -4+d(Qn_5j= 1 +e(i.d,n -5) fern> 13. 
6 < n 6: 12. Here e(b;l;, n) is attained by 4P, + Pn_+ 
- 5, Consider the 
quire R = 4c’+ 2E with C and E nonisomorphic asymmetric trees, 
yielding u(R) 2 18, which is riot possible here. Thus d’(R) >, - 5. Also, 
if d(R) = - 5 then R = 4C + D with C an asymmetric tree and D an S,- 
tree; indeed, we must have C=P,, otherwise u(R) 2 30. 
Finally, atote that since u(R) 3 6, we have u(A) G 6. Since P, is the 
only asymmetric tree on at most 6 vertices, this implies d(G) % d(R) 
3 - 5 unless A = P,. But if A = P,, d(R) > - 5 since P, cannot a 
a component of R, hence aga:n d(C) 2 - 5. This complletes the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 
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